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The Perfect Location: Castle Rock 



 



November 16th, 2017 



Article by Emily Inman 



Given an incredible opportunity, the Ralph C. Mahar journalism class was able to sit down and interview Kevin Foster, the Key Assistant Location Manager and Alex Berard, the Assistant Location Manager, two essential men who have taken part in the development of recreating Castle Rock in our small town of Orange, Massachusetts. When it comes to film and other types of media that are under this umbrella, the consumers of the content only think of the actors and possibly the director of said film, not much thought is put into who else has worked on the content. While actors and a director are essential to have a film take place, the actors are the ones to bring the characters to life and the directors are there to manage exactly what will occur in the film to get the audience at the edge of their seats. So many more brilliant minds and hardworking hands work beside the scenes to bring one’s favorite films to life. The credits are not  



 



Caps and Gowns  Moved to One  Universal Color 



Article by Kailyn Patria   



Castle Rock photo from trailer - Photo Credit: Hulu.com



just there for one to skim over as they wait for an after credits scene or so indicate the end of a film, they are there to show the audience every single person who have contributed to the work even when it comes to the smallest and maybe insignificant detail.  



Without an art director, producer, cinematographer, set decorator, and many other positions that dedicated people must fill, film and others work of media would never be able to be enjoyed by the consumer. Article Continued on Page 3  
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Talking Gun Control 



Article by Julianna LaMontagne, Sean Doyle, and Olivia Hough                 With the recent event that took place in Las Vegas, Texas, and California, Chief Lundgren of the Orange Police Department came into our newly introduced journalism class to talk gun violence. Chief Lundgren covered many parts of this subject. He talked about the requirements to become a gun owner, bump stocks, and his view on the second amendment along with the reason for gun violence. Chief Lundgren began by explaining  some of the requirements to be a gun owner, such as the age requirement of 21 years old, passing a background check, and having no violent acts or anything on your record. Massachusetts is ranked third of all fifty states in strictest  gun laws. In the town of Orange, more than 10% of residents have a license to carry but any type of violent violation involving those licensed is rare. “Bump Stocks,” another hot topic, was also brought up. A numerous



amount of guns in the hotel room of the Vegas shooter were altered and modified with bump stocks that he was going to use to slaughter more bystanders at the Las Vegas Music Festival, but we as a country need to make sure we won’t let the use of bump stocks in the hands of anyone when all they do is make a weapon more deadly than it already is. The addition of a bump stock makes the gun contraband, breaking the law of illegal modification of the firearm. Why is modifying the guns illegal, but the modifications for the guns were not illegal to buy or sell? This is a loophole that was recently closed for  Massachusetts making it be the first state to put a ban on bump stocks through legislation. Beginning in 2018, any gun or person in possession of a bump stock, and/or trigger crank in Massachusetts will receive penalties ranging from probation to life in prison. When asked about the amount of gun violence occurring in the country,
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Chief Lundgren speaks to students



the chief stated that, “it has nothing to do with whether you are a man or woman, [ethnicity], not one bone in [my] body agrees with that.” Chief Lundgren also believes that many don’t look into certain issues like whether these shooters are mentally stable or whether they have been buying a large amount of firearms. He says that “in our society we have grown accustomed” to these types of events. Well there are many different views to this topic, Chief Lundgren did an excellent job telling us



The debate over what color the caps and gowns should be for senior graduation has been one of great concerns over the senior classes and administration for years. For most years at Mahar during graduation, all of the girls wore red and all of the boys wore blue. Last year for the class of 2017, it was decided for the first time that the student’s gowns had to be in all one universal color, which was in this case blue, which has continued into this year. For 2018, the senior class had the opportunity to choose the color of their gowns based on a class vote. Originally, 96.1% of students voted to have all girls in red and all boys in blue. However, it was brought to the seniors’ attention that all gowns had to be the same color. Many students were frustrated by this new rule that was put into place. After a re-vote, disregarding the option for two different gown colors, it was decided that navy blue would be the official color of the gowns for this year’s seniors. Many students, however, are still wondering why there couldn’t be two different gown colors. I had the opportunity to sit down with High School Principal Hemlin to discuss the matter. Although there has been no official policies passed, Hemlin wanted to make efforts to collaborate with the nation because it’s “common practice for gender neutrality.” According to Ms. Kilhart, the graduation coordinator for 20 years, almost every school nationwide has gone to one universal color. Hemlin and the administration plan to continue the process of allowing students to vote for the color of their gowns as long as they are in one universal color.    



 



   



 



Let your voice be heard!  Join the Newspaper Club  See Mr. Parsons or Mr.  Bashaw   
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Club News



 



SADD: Mahar’s Stand Against  Destructive Decisions  Article by Tim Slater 



 



SADD, or Students Against Destructive Decisions, is an organization and group at Mahar, that, according to Ms. Squires, “promotes awareness of good decision making in the face of challenges and pressures that high school students face.” The goal of having SADD at Mahar is to promote students educating their peers about these issues that students may face. SADD meets every other Tuesday in Ms. Squires’ room (H22). Typical activities during SADD meetings include the creation of various posters and presentations to get information  



 



Support Our  Students 



 



Article by Olivia Hough 



out to students. Squires states that the goal of SADD, put simply is, “spreading awareness about making good choices.” Squires commended the Project Purple team, whom she says have been “amazing the past two years” by assisting the SADD club during Purple Week by “getting the conversation started by giving out prizes.” Squires commented on the history of SADD, recalling “[her] own high school” which “had it’s own SADD chapter that did certain events.” While they had SADD at Squires’ high school in the early 2000s, the organization began much earlier than that, according to their website, in 1981. The organization was originally named Students Against Drunk Driving, but the name was later adjusted to account for various issues that high school students face like substance abuse, relationships, driving safety, smoking, etc. SADD as a club requires it’s members to “be supportive of good decision making.” Squires commented that the club is “really striving for and hoping to get more students to join” with the goal of having a “wider variety of voices” in the organization.



S.O.S (Support Our Students) is a LGBTQA+ club at Ralph C. Mahar organized and run by Jessica Sullivan, who is also a high school Math teacher. Sullivan took up the opportunity to be the new club advisor when a former teacher transferred to a new teaching job. For the past five years, every Wednesday to 2pm-3pm or 2pm-5pm Sullivan has run club meetings available for all students who want to attend. The club meetings are located in her classroom (H03) and is a safe, comfortable, and nonjudgmental zone. For example, it gives students an opportunity to talk about LGBTQA+ issues and personal issues that stays between the group and not leaving the room. The only time it’s okay to talk about a fellow club member’s personal life, is when you believe that they are putting themselves in harm’s way and report it to an adult who can help. To delve more into what the LGBTQA+ group does on a regular schedule, here is the breakdown. Depending on what the schedule says, the club is in session by either 2:15 or 3:00. When that time comes, the group sit in a circle for “circle time” and around the circle, the person introduces themselves and can state a negative and/or positive that has occurred during that week. The student has the option to either tell their negatives and/or positives or pass. Then after an hour of “circle time” and they spend the rest of the time listening to music and socializing.  



Inside The Fish and  Hall-o-ween Fun at Mahar:   Game Club: Talking  Student Council Events  with Ms. Gonciarz  Article by Tommy Martin  



Article by Meg Rich   



Even though her High school experience did not involve being a member of the fish and Game club, Ms. Evelyn Gonciarz was later exposed to the passion through her fiance. They met in college and she's been hooked ever since. Mr. Michael Roche, retired teacher and past advisor of the Fish and Game Club, caught wind of Ms. Gonciarz’s passion and took her under his wing. She's been a part of Fish and Game now for a few years and has now become the head advisor. Her main goal as advisor is to introduce students to conservation through hunting and fishing. Growing up, Ms. Gonciarz was not able to experience the same opportunities students have today. She wants the club to learn and grow to be an activity based extracurricular program where you can have fun and learn at the same time. In the future she wants to teach with trout stocking, and have other optional trips other than Minnesota and Alaska. When asked about both those trips she called Alaska the more “scenic” of the two. While Alaska was beautiful, Minnesota was “physically strenuous” and really tested kids “Personal Responsibility, they literally had to “carry their own weight.” For those interested in The Fish and Game Club, the next club meeting for the middle school is on Wednesday, December 6th at 2:15 in the cafeteria. The high school meeting is on Thursday, December 7th at 2:15 in H10. A upcoming ice fishing derby is set to be in January 2018.



The Students at Ralph C Mahar Regional School have a fun tradition to keep up the Halloween spirit while at the same time providing fun for the community’s children. Students from Mahar’s Student Council assembled for a meeting to talk about how this year’s Halloween Hall Decorating will take place. The group of students was led by faculty advisors Ms. Allain-Moody and Mr. Kirouac. These two teachers have helped in the process of making the Halloween Hall Decorating Event every year. This year, the middle school also got the opportunity to help decorate the school. Each year the students in Student Council decide where in the building each grade will get to decorate. This year, 7th and 8th graders got the middle school lobby. The Sophomores got to decorate the entrance to the library. The Juniors got the Foreign Language Department to decorate. The Seniors decorated the high school lobby. Lastly, the Freshmen got the corner of the school, left of the Foreign Language Department, and next to Ms. Squires’ and Mr. Bjorn’s rooms. There were three main purposes for the students to do the Halloween decorating. First, to keep up the Halloween spirit around the school and have fun with this holiday around campus. The second reason is to bring students together by asking them if they want to help. This event has the chance to bring many people together, to help each other with a fun tradition. The third reason for students doing this is provide a fun time for young kids. Thanks to NHS and The Key Club, this Year, on Wednesday, October 25, students between the grades of Kindergarten and sixth grade, were allowed to come back to Mahar at 6:00 to 7:30 for candy, fun, and games. There were 16 candy stations where kids can got to “trick-or-treat”, along with some games for them to play. The best part for the families and the kids was that this event is free and



guaranteed to be a great and safe time. So the decorations that the students put up, aren’t just for their own amazement, but for the younger generation to have fun, while also getting kids together to have fun. There was no contest held for who decorated the best because every grade decorated well. The halloween decorating was a success itself, but the Trick-Or-Treating event, also went well. Most of the kids that went had a good time. There was food, candy, games, and even dances in the cafeteria from the Dance Studio. Overall, everything that the students could have done, was exceeded.



9th Grade Students working hard to decorate their section of the High School. Names from Left to Right: Orianna Newton, Zachary Osborne, Astrid Conrod, and Tommy Martin. Photo taken by Ms. Allain Moody )
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Sports News 



Service and Spike and  Mahar Boy’s Soccer Wins Fourth  Straight L  eague Title  Everything Nice  Article by Emily Inman 



 



Article by Corey Sanderson



 



The passion that comes from members of the Ralph C. Mahar varsity volleyball team is undeniable as you watch their bodies splay across the court as each individual member comes together through communication and determination to work as a whole. Year after year new members are welcomed while others must say their goodbyes as graduation grows closer but the connection and bond that these members hold stay true. Volleyball has become more than a sport, it becomes the player’s family, it becomes a place where they can show their enthusiasm through hard work and willpower, it becomes home. It becomes the part of the school year these members look forward to because they are able to surround themselves with these friends who hold the same fervor as you. While these statements may hold true for other sports offered at Mahar Regional, the volleyball team shows such verification that cannot go unnoticed. Volleyball is a game that is played by two teams, usually comprised of six players on each side with a libero, a player specialized in defensive skills. The objective of the game is for the players to bat a ball over a high net while trying to spike the ball down so it touches the opponent's’ court. While the team is only allowed three touches of the ball on their side of the net, if they are able to pass the ball and return it to the opponent or spike the ball down successful so it is not blocked, that team will win the point. An interesting fact is that the game volleyball was invented in 1895 by the physical director of the Young Men’s Christian Association, William G. Morgan, in Holyoke, Massachusetts. It is encouraged for readers to learn more about the history behind volleyball and the simple rules that go along with the vigorous game. Maeve Powell, six year player and four year member of the Ralph C. Mahar varsity team, has put herself out there and has become a captain of the team this past season. Being one of the oldest members of the team, Powell has worked alongside in previous years with the members who have worked hard to make it to tournament this season. Jordyn Berry, Aria Flematti, Madison Harrington, Lauren Henne, Juliana Herbert, Carissa Johnson, Ava Santana, Sophia Smith, Kassidy Thompson, and Keanne Thompson have been able to come together with 2017 season with a “drive to win.” Seeing as the team has gained more wins this season compared to previous years, we were curious to see how the team has improved. “I would one hundred percent say that myself and the other team members have grown leaps and bounds. Our skill level and mental toughness would be the biggest growth by far.” having a 16-8 record this season compared to last year’s 3-17. While there is always room for improvement no matter what level a player may be at or how many years they have been playing, the varsity members say this year was going to be different and they would push for success. “We told ourselves this was going to be a good year and so far it has been.” “People put in more work because of that drive to win. We have also had a lot of the juniors and underclassmen step up to leadership roles.” When asked what the key motivation the team carried from the start of the season to now, Powell had this to say, “We [the team] were motivated by our want to not lose and not have another building year. But towards the middle our coach, Swoo, had to leave for a medical reason. It was tough at first but we rallied behind that and are trying to win for her.” Even in times of melancholy where the players have pushed themselves to their limit, making it to the fifth and final set and still losing, the team is there for one another, they have each other’s The Red and Blue Review - Volume 3 : Issue 3 - November  2017



The Mahar Boys Soccer team concluded another successful season with a 3-2 loss to Athol. The result didn’t matter much, as the Senators had already claimed their 4th consecutive McGrath league title. “Feels good to win for the 4th year in a row.” Senior Captain Matt Jenks said following their 9-6-3 season (9-2-1). “It was great to win it four years in a row, my whole high school career.” Jenks was second only to fellow Senior Captain Jack Temple in points this season, finishing with 19 (13 goals, 6 assists), while Temple had 21 points (14 goals, 7 assists). For the Senators, it was all about making it through the regular season. They felt like their real season was just beginning. “Even though our record may not show it, we [felt] that we [could] compete with any other team in the tournament.” Jenks said. The Senators finished the year as the highest scoring team in the McGrath League, scoring 48 goals in 18 games while allowing the 2nd fewest amount of goals (15). That mark was in large part thanks to some great play in goal by Senior Alex Gurganus, who finished the season with 10 shutouts. Other standouts for the Senators include Senior Captain Brennan Mailloux, Sophomores Jamey Temple (4 goals, 7 assists), Riley Drew (7 goals, 3 assists), and Junior Damien Harris (4 goals,



backs through thick and thin constantly checking to see if everyone is okay. The members of the team work because they “have each other’s backs, if we win or lose.” As Powell’s season comes to an end, she looks forward to the future and the possibility of her playing on a college level team, but her memories of her current team will always stay fond and within her mind. “I could not be more proud of my team. I get emotional thinking about it to be perfectly honest.” With each passing minute Powell spends with her members, she remembers their smiles and encouraging words which will always stay with her. “It has been a privilege to watch them grow as players and as people.” Similar responses were given by Sarah Woodward, eleven year coach at Ralph C. Mahar for the varsity volleyball team. The mental game of the players have improved tenfold over the years for they no longer slog around the court waiting for the ball to come to them, they are now more steadfast in going after the ball no matter the cost. While mistakes are made “we are able to come back...and hold on to win games that go into 5 sets.” Players keep their heads up and stay composed with the emphasis of staying motivated for the team as  



2 assists). The Senators were defeated in their first round postseason matchup against Easthampton on Friday November 3rd by a score of 2-1. Easthampton struck first with a goal in the 16th minute by Fernando Tenesaca. The Senators were able to control the pace of the game in the 2nd half, and were able to out shoot the Eagles 6-2, and were able to tie up the game on a goal by Brennan Mailloux in the 76th minute. Following the score, the game went into sudden death overtime, meaning the next team to score would win. The Senators were able to control the pace of play in overtime, until a controversial call was made inside Mahar’s box. Goalkeeper Alex Gurganus went out to collect the ball, but knocked down Easthampton’s striker in the process, awarding the Eagles with a penalty kick. In soccer, it’s the job of the referee to protect the goalie. The referee must scrutinize for any unfair contact or interference against a goalkeeper. By awarding a penalty shot in this circumstance, it goes directly against the duty of a referee. In other words, the referee prevented the goalkeeper from making a play on the ball. It should’ve been a no call. But, as luck would have it, Nicolas Soucy was able to nail the game winning shot into the bottom left corner of the goal, giving Easthampton the win and ending the Senators season. “It hurt alot. Especially because it was such a controversial call. It didn’t feel right.” Jenks said in a follow-up interview. “It felt like the refs took away our season, our goals, and our dreams.” It was a disappointing end to what was otherwise a great year for the Mahar Boy’s Soccer team. “I think we had a lot of potential this season, I don’t think our potential was really fulfilled. But, overall I think we had a very successful season, and our program is headed in a good direction, so hopefully we can have some more successful seasons in the future.” said Jack Temple following the loss. The loss of 11 Seniors will hurt this team going forward, but with plenty of young talent coming, there’s no reason to believe this team won’t be back in the postseason next year.



 



“volleyball is not an individual sport.” Woodward has described that a way to keep players hopes high is for each game, two spirit leaders are chosen who come prepared with some type of motivation to encourage the team to stay consistent and optimistic. This helps create chemistry between the team and promotes relationships that is essential to build a strong foundation of an effective team. Progress is made each day on and off the court where the love of the sport and each other has the members coming back strong. “I could not be more proud of this team. They have worked so hard to get to where they are today and it shows. We are ready to take on the challenge that awaits us in the postseason.”
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Community  The Veteran’s Day Assembly: How Can We Better  Reach Student Engagement?  Investigative Report by Kailyn Patria  The Veteran’s Day assembly has been organized by Mahar's Key Club for around 20 years. Every year, the assembly is held in the Kermit Cook auditorium with all of the students, both high school and middle school, in attendance. Each year, the assembly includes ushers that escort the distinguished guests and staff members that have served our country, and members of the Key Club read selections that recognize the nation’s previous wars. These selections, include “In Flanders Field” and “The Gettysburg Address.” Holding a Veteran’s Day assembly is essential to emphasizing the importance and value of recognizing the holiday and recognizing those who have served for our country. However, that Thursday, I attended the assembly and noticed several students weren’t thoroughly attentive. Some students had headphones in, some were sleeping, and many were focusing on their cell phones. I found it to be very disrespectful and it really got me thinking. Why are these students acting this way? Is this a behavioral problem, or does this revolve around the presentation itself? I set out to find these answers. My first step was to gather student opinions. Several students told me they wished there were less reading selections. According to one student, she



 



felt that the Veterans should be more involved in the assembly. “I think maybe we should have a Veteran be a guest speaker,” she suggested. By having a Veteran speak about their experiences at the assembly, it could create a more emotional appeal which might engage student’s attention. It may even change a student’s entire outlook on the day as a whole. My Journalism class was fortunate to have this opportunity when Staff Sergeant Allen of the National Guard Reserve came to speak to my class. He talked a lot about his experiences in service and how it changed his life. It really opened my eyes about what is like to be a part of the military and allowed several students to see the idea of war through a whole new perspective. He was very grateful for the opportunity and I hope that his presentation serves as an example for future presentations. My second step was to speak with Pam and Pennie Smith, the Key Club advisors, to get their opinions. They explained to me the reasoning behind continuing with the traditional assembly, rather than making changes. They have previously researched ways to update the reading selections but they want to avoid “politically oriented selections” and controversial issues.



 



Veterans Recognized and Honored at Mahar – (l-r) Mr. Richard Cole, Mr. Brenton Allen, and Mr. Thomas Bates were among the veterans thanked by Mr. Eric Dion, co-principal at Mahar, following a Veterans Day program at the school.



 



“I associate those passages with Veteran’s Day,” says Mrs. Pam Smith. She explained that they have become “traditional” in a way that you associate different things with Christmas, or Thanksgiving. The goal, according the Mrs. Smith, is to “create awareness of the Holiday itself” as well as to honor Veterans and to engage the audience to realize that these Veterans deserve respect and honor. However, many students were



 



not engaged throughout the assembly. How could we better meet this goal? After gathering opinions from both sides, maybe attentiveness does revolve around the way the assembly is presented to the students. Although that may be true, students should follow the school’s rules and always be respectful, but perhaps new additions to the assembly would not only help spark students’ interests, but also provide a new perspective to even better value our Veteran’s service.



 



 



Welcome Mr. Jillson  Interview by Emily Paluk   



          Being a new member to any type of community can be stressful. Doug Jillson is now the head cook at Mahar Regional School and he has made a big impact on the school’s lunches. While interviewing, I got to know him and his love for food. Before Mahar, He used to work at UMASS Amherst as a cook for 5-6 years. He states, “I like Mahar a lot more, I got to do more of what I wanted and it’s a lot easier.” Entering Mahar High School for Doug went well, the staff was welcoming, almost like family. Once again, from entering to a small community from a big one was easier than it seems, everybody is “like family and everybody knows each other very well.”          So getting to know him went very well. He loves juggling, cooking, and being with his family. His wife is a teacher in Orange and his two kids attended Mahar High School. Cooking at Mahar, his opinions on the food consisted of adding a good soup everyday and he would make, “brown rice disappear.” He loves soup and hates brown rice because he relates with the kids and agrees that it is not the best food choice.  Ending the interview, for everybody to get a greater understanding for his love of cooking was, “open your mouth and eat it, try things you thought you didn’t like.”          So at lunch time, say hello to Mr. Jillson and welcome him even more to this school and bond over his love for food.



From Ice Cream to Science  Interview by Meg Rich 



 



Ms. Brittany Spencer grew up in Shirley, Massachusetts. She went to the neighboring town of Lunenburg for her high school education. Then she attended Pittsburg State College for her Bachelor's Degree. Currently, at the age of 22, Ms. Spencer is working towards her Master's Degree at Worcester State University. The Ralph C. Mahar Regional School welcomed her with open arms as the newest addition to the middle school science department. Before working at Mahar, she was an educational aide for Leominster Public Schools. Her very first job was scooping ice cream at the local ice cream shop in town. But she always knew what she wanted to do for her long-term career and that was to be a middle school science teacher. And she loves doing just so! In the future she really wants to increase the amount of collaboration between the elementary and middle school classrooms. She wants them to work together and bridge the gap for incoming middle schoolers. You can find her in Room M09 in the middle school wing. If you see her in the halls, say hello, or even bond with her over your mutual love for tacos.
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Community



 



Castle Rock 



Article continued from Page 1   



One of these crucial roles that comes in the early stages of a film work is the location manager. A location manager is a part of the film crew whose primary responsibility to the find the ideal location to film. Every story needs a setting that reflects the characters and the plot, the area where the characters live and explore has to make sense to the plot and have a sense of realism to the space so the audience can get a good grasp on the location. For the location managers of the Castle Rock Hulu television series, Foster and Bernard were instructed by the Producer, Director and Production Designer exactly what the series was in need of when it came to a setting. An ideal backdrop would be an old, rundown mill town that was believable enough to seem as if the location was set in Maine, as depicted within Stephen King’s novels. Orange, Massachusetts was found to be the perfect location for not only the aesthetic outlook of the town, but also the positive communication and welcoming atmosphere the town brought to the film crew.



Kevin Foster and Alex Berard talk to Mahar’s Journalism class



Tracking down the right location is the easy part of the job compared to the securing and negotiations that come with the later processes of gaining a filming location. “It becomes more logistical,” Berard says when discussing what it takes to have a set location where filming can be done properly. Besides trying to gain the town’s approval and the businesses surrounding downtown Orange, there is also the difficulty in “negotiating the cost and terms of the hire, crew and vehicle access, parking, noise reduction, power sources, catering requirements and any official permissions that may be needed.” But the experience that the location managers and the many others working on set have been positive and encouraging. Communication is key when it comes to this business and there has been so many supportive conversations and negotiations that many working on Castle Rock are happy to be in such a welcoming location as Orange.



Check out the latest Castle Rock Trailer on YouTube



https://goo.gl/7GU8cG  



North Quabbin Citizen Advocacy  Spreads Awareness  Article by Emily Inman



 



Nate Johnson and Bonnie Frank: Photograph provided by the North Quabbin Citizen Advocacy Facebook page



Society and the world today does not hold people on the same playing field, depending on who you are, your outward appearance, job, family history, mental health, or for a variety of other reasonings, a person can be viewed differently. The same is done to people of all ages who may have a disability as “people with disabilities get treated different, they are on the sidelines of society,” Bonnie Frank, the Administrative Director of the North Quabbin Citizen Advocacy (NQCA), spoke during an interview on Friday. There are wide ranges of mental disabilities that one can live with whether they are with the person from birth or develop over the person’s life, but while there are very distinct differences between certain disabilities or disorders, “they get grouped together,” and all are treated in such a fashion that keeps them at a distance making “it harder for them to integrate into the community’s activities.” Frank along with Nate Johnson, Director of North Quabbin Citizen Advocacy, wish to combat the devaluation of these human beings and help by introducing a supportive relationship with an advocate. An advocate can be anyone who wishes to make a change and stand in support for a person with a disability. “A friend over the years is so valuable,” and even doing something as small as phoning your new found friend and checking in with them can be such a huge and positive impact on the partner who has been pushed to the edges of the community because of their mental disorder. “In each  



relationship, one partner (the protégé) has a mental disability or disorder. The other partner (the advocate) has skills and interests that match the needs and interests of their disabled friend.” As it is stated on the North Quabbin Citizen Advocacy website, nqcitizenadvocacy.org, the advocate is “free to follow their heart,” and be able to create a strong and lifelong relationship with their protégé if they so wish. This organization isn’t paying for a person to spend meaningful time with a person living with a disability, one shouldn’t have to be given credit or be paid for being in a friendship, it should come naturally with full of love and good intentions. Anyone, even you or I, are able to stand up and become friends with someone new today for even the smallest gestures can be the stepping stones of a life long friendship or at least to help brighten someone’s day. You don’t have to be a professional to be a friend, “you don’t need a PhD to have a piece of pizza with somebody,” as Johnson would say.



With all people from “all walks of life” being involved with the program, over 300 people have joined to take part in changing the lives of so many and making them feel loved and cared for, as everyone should. With currently 91 active friendships within our region, these people are linked by common interests so that a bond can be created just like in any other friendship out there. Frank and Johnson stressed the need to not make these relationships larger than life, with the protégé and advocate having a shirt titling themselves as such, they are together because they wish to be friends, not to parade their friendship as a “NQCA Friendship.” Everyone deserves someone that they can call a friend and be able to feel that real, caring connection with someone. No one deserves to be left out.   



The True History of  Halloween   Write-up by Merrideth Ehlen   



Every year, people across the country dress up in freaky, cute, or possibly provocative costumes each year on October 31st to celebrate Halloween. But do they really know how it all started? Sources say it dates back to ancient Pagan times, when they would believe that the barrier of the spiritual realm would “thin,” making it easier access for spirits to enter the physical world. To ward these spirits off, people would create big bonfires and dress in costumes so that the spirits wouldn’t be able to get to their souls, because the spirits wouldn’t recognize their faces. When Christianity began to develop and make it way across cultures,  the day became something different. Coincidentally, the Christian holiday of All Saints Day came the day after All Hallows Eve, another name for Halloween, and was a feast to honor the dead and pray for spirits who have not yet made it to heaven. When the Irish immigrants came to the United States in 1929, the modern-day Halloween culture was essentially born. In Ireland, people would have their children dress up in costumes, knock on peoples doors, and would exchange prayers for the deceased for something they used to call “soul cakes.” This was considered taking on the role of the spirits to be granted protection. This is how the term “trick or treat” was coined. In today's day and age, children dress up as their favorite character, and go from house to house asking for candy. To most, this doesn’t have the sacred meaning behind the tradition. It’s just for fun. It’s a family friendly activity that gets children out of the house. Young adults dress up in costumes as well to provide fun to the holiday enjoyment. Instead of having a religious meaning, adults use this holiday to get drunk and dress risque.             Halloween has been around for centuries, and it has changed drastically from a sacred Pagan ritual to a modern-day social event.  
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Community   



Mahar Cancer  Walk  Article by Tim Slater   



This year marks the 12th annual Mahar Cancer Walk. The Mahar Cancer Walk is a tradition that started in 2005 by Sandra Eklund and Michelle Zeman. The Walk was formed out of support for the increasing amount of cancer patients in the Mahar community - which made it more clear to Mahar staff and students the struggle and strain of cancer patients and their families. This year’s Cancer Walk began with - of course - the National Anthem, sung acapella by Mahar alumni Amanda and Taylor Badgley, who have also sung the Anthem the last four years of the Cancer Walk. The survivor walk then took place, where those who have beaten or are currently fighting cancer are invited to walk; the number of survivor participation varies. Raffles as well as the Silent Auction took place all day, with drawings taking place at 1:00 pm.



Overall, the Cancer Walk this year has raised over five-thousand dollars, which Ms. Cain notes is the “third largest amount in the twelve years that we have been doing it.” Ms. Cain attributes the overwhelming success of the Cancer Walk to the sense of helping our community, stating that “all money goes to people in the community.” She also thanks the National Honor Society, who, via Hat Day, raised over three hundred dollars for the Walk. Ms. Cain would like to commend those who provided assistance, including the Girls Volleyball Team, who assisted with the Cancer Walk’s setup, as well as Key Club and National Honor Society members, who also lended their help. She also thanks members of the Orange and Athol communities for their generosity, including monetary contributions, as well as items for the bake sale and Silent Auction. The help from these community members is much obliged, with Mrs. Cain stating that, “without the help of all these people, we would not be able to do what we do to ease some of the stress of those going through treatment.” As a thank you for those contributions, sixty Cumberland Farms gift cards have been sent out to people this past year. Ms. Cain would also like to thank Sandi Eklund for recognizing the need for cancer patient support in our community and for finding a way to help those in need. Ms. Cain states that she has been doing the Cancer walk for “the last 12 years.” Ms. Cain encourages those who are interested in helping out in next year’s cancer walk to do so, stating that “we could really use all the help we can get.”  



Town Meeting Carries Feasibility  Study for Dexter Park  Article by Kailyn Patria  On Thursday, October 26th, the town of Orange held a Special Town Meeting located at the Town Hall. The meeting was open for all to attend. There was a surprising turnout, with over 200 residents in attendance with some younger teenagers and kids who attended as well. The meeting covered 22 articles that were all carried.



Article 11: School Building Feasibility Study, was one article of great concern. The article would determine if the Town of Orange will receive grant funding from the Massachusetts School Building Authority (MSBA) to address the needs of our elementary school, Dexter Park and conduct a feasibility study. The study is to help the Town determine what are the most educationally and responsibly appropriate solutions to help fix the school. Potential feasibility study options include rebuilding or modernizing the school, adding the school to Fisher Hill or Butterfield, building a new school on the Dexter Street site, or building it at an alternative site. The Dexter Park School, built in the early 1950’s, suffers from a variety of health, safety, and educational



 



issues. According to Selectman Ryan Mailloux, Dexter Park is graded as one of the worst schools in Massachusetts. The issue of mold has been growingly worrisome. Other issues about the school are there is only has one bathroom, there is no sprinkler system, and there is only one fire exit. At the meeting, the debate regarding this article took the longest of the 22, and it was one of the most passionate debates. One resident, who opposed the article, couldn’t support the study in fear of an increase in taxes. She suggested that the money could be better used and go towards an elevator in a school, or individual fixtures towards the mold problem, rather than building an entire new school. However, a chairman of Dexter Park, informed the crowd that the residents of Orange would only be paying 20.5% of the $185,000 from their taxes. One man argued that they tried this motion 10 years ago with a $400,000 bracket, and it was denied. He was concerned that if the motion didn’t pass, the price would increase more the next time it was debated. “The opportunity is fleeting,” former school committee member says in regards to article. Normally, articles would be determined from a simple, vocal, “yay” or “nay” vote, but because of the significance of this vote, the board decided to go through with both a hand-vote and a standing vote. The final result was that 185 residents voted to carry the motion, while 14 voted to not carry the motion. Because the motion was carried, Phase I of the Feasibility Study will be completed between September and December of 2018.



 



Youth in Community: Selectman Ryan Mailloux  Article by Tim Slater   



Getting involved in one’s community can instill a sense of togetherness, leadership, and morality, and many young people find that being involved in their communities helps build important skills that are useful later on in life. Orange town Selectman Ryan Mailloux came to Mahar to offer a few words about the town, as well as some motivation for those youth who are interested in government, or becoming more involved in their town or city as a community. The selectmen expressed his belief that “the involvement of youth and the younger generation is so important.” Being a young person, Ryan explained that “bringing in a new generation to open the conversation is so important.” Young people are widely regarded as “the future,” and so what the younger generation has to offer in the way of ideas can be very important. Getting involved in your community at a young age can encourage positive change and effort early. If you’re motivated, you can be involved in your community in many ways, one of which, following after Ryan Mailloux, is to be involved in your local town’s government. Although it could feel a bit overwhelming to someone looking to get involved, Ryan offers some words of wisdom.



“Age really says very little about someone’s work and drive.” Although being young comes with it’s own difficulties, it is separate from how well you work and how motivated you are. If you’re discouraged by your youth, don’t be! Working in your community is all about how motivated you are to make a change. If there’s a change you want to see in your community, then be that change! Get involved today! 



 



 



Want to write for the school newspaper? Join the Newspaper Club today!!!
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Community  E-Learning  Approved!!!  Article by Kayla Lafrennie   



On November 7th, 2017 there was a School Committee Meeting to discuss many things involving the new year including the decision about whether or not to move forward with Mahar’s improved E-Learning program. This meeting detailed the new aspects of our new E-Learning design, questions regarding what students would do if they had no internet at home, if a student does not do their E-Learning assignment, and what the consequences may be for said student. Some of the new aspects entail the change in the time to complete an assignment. Last year, students had a seven day limit from each snow day to finish all E-Learning assignments. This year, students will be assigned E-Learning and it will be due for class the following day. The school is trying to look at snowdays as not as a day off, but a day where you work from home, still doing school work and getting your credits but just in a different location. Keeping the lesson relevant is the main goal, because last year, a lot of the E-Learning assignments were said to be just “busy work.” By keeping the assignment relevant to what the students are doing already in the their classes, it will make it easier for students to prioritize their assignments. As mentioned in last month’s issue, to make things easier for students to understand, each teacher will make a podcast for their assignments, giving both in-depth directions and the objective of each part of the assignment just as they would in the classroom. Each assignment is designed to be approximately 40-45 minutes long or, half of a normal class time. Upper level classes, like honors or AP can be scaled up accordingly. Students won’t always need internet for their E-Learning assignment. Students can tell their teacher and will be given a copy of the assignment on a flashdrive to bring home. Another option is that students can open Google Classroom before they leave the schools WiFi, keep the tab(s) open until they get home and work off-line at home. If students ever have any questions, google has “Hangouts” where they can ask questions of their peers or wait for a teacher to get on and ask for help directly. Students can also always email their teacher directly and ask for help. There was a concern brought up by the committee about teachers getting paid for not working a full day or having a “paid off-day,” but when you look at the time it takes in preparation for an E-Learning day it can be just as long as a regular day, especially if a teacher is making podcasts for multiple classes. E-Learning was voted upon and approved by the school committee for an additional one year pilot program for (5) days. If it looks like a particular bad winter, an option was left open to vote on additional days. A few days after this meeting, I was able to have a follow up chat on the E-Learning meeting with our Superintendent Ms. Tari Thomas to get her opinion on E-Learning in the school. She had said that she is, “impressed with they way the teachers have collaborated to actually make it something that keeps them in-step with their regular day in school, I think it’s innovative.” With our five days of E-Learning ready to go, I believe that we are ready to take this coming Winter head on!  



 



Read any good books lately? ---------------If you have, send a selfie of yourself with the book to Ms. Thorn in the library and be part of our Instagram display!



#bookselfie  



Touring in Iraq  Article by  Olivia Hough   



On the day of the Veteran’s Day assembly, our Journalism class had the pleasure of interviewing Staff Sergeant Brenton Allen. Allen, the husband of Mahar teacher Mrs. Kelley Allen, was happy to provide the class with a presentation of his service in the armed forces. In 2006, he joined the National Guard Reserve to be in the position to help and protect the country. He has been in the service for twelve years and is currently still in active service. Allen is used to being called on for his services, but nothing could prepare him when he was called to go to Iraq. He and twenty other comrades were called into action for the task of water purification. He and his team purified water for hospitals and showers, the soldiers had bottled water to drink from. The base that he and the other soldiers were stationed was called “Scania” and there was a water tank, “Rayo,” that was capable of purifying up to three thousand



gallons of water an hour. Basecamp Scania is a small convoy center for semi-trailers and military vehicles on one side, the other is the living area, which are small trailers. It is also has a concrete wall around the base, to keep out enemies. Allen said that he witnessed indirect combat while at the base. Outside forces would launch mortars randomly and there was an incident when one mortar hit the base, leaving a huge, gaping hole on one side of the concrete wall. It’s very fortunate that no one was injured and Allen stated that was the worst event that happened. Considering all the violence in Iraq, Allen and his fellow soldiers, were lucky. Their living area were just small trailer homes that could only fit two soldiers per trailer. Their sources of entertainment was very limited, with only a laptop to watch a movie and bands flying out to play music. Allen seemed quite happy to go back home after seven months of keeping his guard up. It was a wonderful experience hearing his perspective on military service, and the Red and Blue Review Staff thank him for his service as well as his time coming in to talk to the class.



  Sergeant Allen poses for a picture with our journalism class
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Reviews



 



Jackie (2016)  Review by Tim Slater                                 



“Jackie” is a 2016 biographical drama film directed by Chilean director Pablo Larrain, starring Natalie Portman as Jacqueline Kennedy, wife of former President John F. Kennedy. The film illustrates the story of Jackie’s life after the assassination of her husband. “Jackie” is Larrain’s first English-language 



movie, and so the subject of a famous American First Lady seems like a bit of a risk when it’s your first time filming a movie in English. The film mainly focuses on Jackie’s experiences and emotions immediately following the assassination. It is also partly based on the Life magazine interview with Jackie following her husband’s death. The movie mainly shows the interview while cutting towards certain events that Jackie describes to the reporter. The cinematography of the film is one of it’s greatest strengths. The use of closed-in, facially-centered shots combined with Portman’s emotional portrayal of Jackie results in a window to a haunting part of American history that the common public have never seen before. The camera-work in this film adds to it’s ability to prompt a sense of this Old World tragedy, but not the grandeur of it. The shots bring the viewer right to the moment; the viewer can feel themselves inside of Air Force One, standing with Jackie as Lyndon B. Johnson is sworn into the Presidency. With biographical film, it can be difficult to instill a sense of the unknown in the viewer, as the subject matter is already pre-conceived. Pablo Larrain’s direction allows the viewer to feel the pain of the events as they must have come in 1963. The scenes with the iconic pink Chanel suit that Jackie wore on the day of the assassination instills a macabre sense of anxiety in the viewer - they know what that suit means, and yet nothing can prepare them for what is coming. The use of these iconic historic symbols lends to the credibility of the film, as well as allowing Americans to put themselves in that time period, to experience that event. 



Mica Levi’s composition is the best part of the film. The simple yet resounding strings of the soundtrack’s songs fit perfectly with the film’s subject. The urgency and anxiety shown in the track “Car” leaves the listener on the edge of the seat, trying to guess what the song is telling them. The soundtrack displays the wide range of emotions that Jackie experiences in the story, with “Tears” playing an anxious, yet grievous melody that reflects on Jackie’s mourning, as well as her confusion following her husband's death. When it comes to dialogue, the film succeeds in some categories, while failing in others. Natalie Portman’s excellent portrayal of Jacqueline adds to the character, and the emotional dialogue clearly shows her turmoil. Robert Kennedy’s character is also written well and Peter Sarsgaard portrays the character excellently. However, the rest of the cast wasn’t as strong as these two characters. Greta Gerwig, playing Jacqueline’s longtime friend and confidant Nancy Tuckerman, while delivering a well-enough performance, had dialogue that left much to be desired. The strong relationship between Nancy and Jacqueline was not as apparent as it should have been, and while the focus of the movie is on Jackie, the role of Nancy in her life should have been more clear. Overall, the film is a cinematographic marvel with beautiful costume and art direction, and while Natalie Portman’s portrayal of Jackie shines like a beautiful diamond in the film, there was a little more that could be desired from the rest of the cast. The amazing soundtrack and excellent acting of Natalie Portman are the main contributors to the 9/10 rating of this film.   



Ready for Rockport? 



   



the red and blue review staff 



Review by Meg Rich 



 



the  red  and  blue  review  is  created  by  the  students  that  attend  ralph  c.  mahar  regional  school  located  in  orange,  massachusetts,  serving  the  towns  of  orange,  petersham,  new salem, and wendell.  



 



 



staff editors for this issue:  merrideth ehlen (grade 12)  matt jenks (grade 12)  kailyn patria (grade 12)  justyn rockwood (grade 12)  meg rich (grade 10)  julianna lamontagne (grade 9)   



staff reporters for this issue:  sean doyle (grade 12)  merrideth ehlen (grade 12)  olivia hough (grade 12)  emily inman (grade 12)  kayla lafrennie (grade 12)  kailyn patria (grade 12)  corey sanderson (grade 12)  tim slater (grade 11)  emily paluk (grade 10)  meg rich (grade 10)  julianna lamontagne (grade 9)  tommy martin (grade 9) 



Hammond Castle in Rockport, Massachusetts



Are you looking for a quiet vacationing spot for you and your family this season? Then the small town of Rockport, Massachusetts may be just the answer for you. Rockport is perfect for shopping, beaching and sightseeing. It has plenty of small shops such as: Brothers Brew Coffee Shop, Kate's Gift Shop, Helmut's Strudel and the Rockport Market. Spend your day exploring Halibut State Park and the conserved oceanside land. You can climb the 60-foot observation tower and see most of Cape Ann. Although you can't swim in the protected quarry, the ocean is just a few steps away. Just up the road past Front Beach is Hammond Castle. The castle was built by John Hays Hammond  Jr. from 1926-1929 to be his and his wife's home and to store Roman, Medieval, and Renaissance artifacts. For 15 dollars you can self-tour the castle and the outside ocean front. Hammond Castle holds weddings, meetings and private rentals all year round. If you're more interested in lounging by the beach and enjoying the water, the collection of beaches are always there. Singing beach is the most popular among tourist for its unique sand. When the sand is dry the friction creates a singing sound. In order to hear it, you may want to get there early, as the beach is usually crowded by 11:00 am. Other beaches you can choose are Front Beach, Pebble Beach or Good Harbor Beach. To learn more about visiting Rockport, you can go to www.rockportusa.com . 



 



 



faculty advisors:  mr. bashaw & mr. parsons   



   



Happy Thanksgiving  from the entire staff of  The Red & Blue  Review!!!   
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Activity Calendar for December 2017 Sun



Mon



Tue



Wed



Thu



Fri



Sat



1



2



 End of Santa Fund



 Holiday Bazaar 9 am- 2pm



 RSAC – SC Holiday Bazaar Set Up 5 pm



Key Club help at AOTV



3



4



5



6



7



8



9



Girls’ Basketball jamboree, both gyms, 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. Cultural Field Trip, 1 - 5 p.m., MWCC Theatre



Int’l Club F. Raiser 12/4-8 (Coffee) Faculty mtg. 2:10 lib.



 JETS 2-3 H13  SADD 2:15-3 H22



D. Opening - PD SC mtg. 2-3 SOS 3-5 H03 Robotics Club 2-3 MS Fish’N Game 2:15 café Key Club mtg. 7 pm cafe



HS Fish’N Game 2:15 H10 Coor. mtg. 2:10 PCR



Key Club Holiday Movie Night 7 – 10 aud.



Key Club Shopping for Adopt-a-Family



10



11



12



13



14



15



16



Gr. 10 F. Raiser 12/11-15 MS & HS Team mtgs.



JETS 2-3 H13



SC mtg. pd. G SOS 2-3 H03 Robotics Club 2-3 Archery 2:15 MS gym Key Club mtg. 7 pm cafe



MS/HS Comb. Music Reh. Peer Med. 10-10:40 C. Ryan Football Banquet 6 pm



NHS-Hot cocoa/egg nog, 7:30-7:45, lobby Advisory Block MS/HS Comb. Music Reh. MWCC Workshop, Cafe, 1:30-2:05



18



19



20



21



22



Dept. mtgs.



Gr.10 Pre Act 7:30-11:30 lib JETS 2-3 H13 SADD 2:15-3 H22



SOS 3-5 H03 Robotics Club 2-3 Key Club mtg. 7 pm café Sch. Coun. mtg. 3:30 PCR



Key Club Holiday Sundaes Half day FT to area Conv. Homes, 9:30 NHS-Hot cocoa/egg nog, 1:30 7:30-7:45, l obby Adm mtg. 2:10 HS



25



26



27



28



17



24



29



23



30



Holiday Break 12/25-1/1



31
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